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Abstract. News crawl extraction is a subset of media monitoring. It is not directly related to the 

broadcast itself and not spoken by any anchor or guest - therefore its content cannot be inspected 

via speech-to-text tools. News crawl content is only available as text in video frames so its 

extraction can be done using Scene Text Detection techniques. This work tests the most used 

deep learning Scene Text Detection methods (both regression and semantic segmentation 

approaches) to see if they can be used as a base in news crawl extraction. Our investigation shows 

that regression based model CTPN performs better for our particular purpose that the semantic 

segmentation based EAST and CRAFT models.… 

1.  Introduction 

Video monitoring refers either to techniques of video surveillance or to information extraction from 

video broadcasts. There are many types of information that can be extracted – object detection (e.g. [ 

1,2,3]), motion prediction (ex: [4,5]), video instance segmentation [27], video summarization [6,7,8], 

activity recognition [9, 10], speech-to-text [11,12], and others. But many video materials have text 

superimposed on the images (such as news broadcasts crawl systems, tables with information, titles, 

section names, etc). To extract this information from video we need to correctly isolate the text regions 

in the video frames with the subsequent possibility to use an OCR system to convert it to text. There are 

many models that can correctly isolate the text regions in images, known usually as “scene text 

detection”. Scene text detection is a hot research area lately, but its focus has shifted from simple 

horizontal texts [13,14] to deformed texts with multiple orientations e.g. [25], even curved texts e.g. 

[26]. The most successful methods are those based on various deep learning models. 

Detecting the text in video broadcasts (that is, the text that has been placed in the frames by the video 

authors and not the one filmed accidentally) should be a simpler problem. This text is almost all the time 

horizontal, and it is placed so that it can be easily read. To test if this is true, we selected three scene text 

detection methods and tried to see how well they perform on frames extracted from Romanian tv 

broadcast.  The first methos is a regression-based object detection network (CTPN) [15], the second is 

a word level detector based on semantic segmentation (EAST) [16] and the third is a character level 

semantic segmentation method (CRAFT) [17].  

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  The models used in the tests.  

 

All three methods that we tested are based on neural networks supervised training. Each method has a 

different neural network architecture and a different training/detecting process. Regardless of the inner 

workings of each model, a final phase of postprocessing, usually based on geometric calculations, will 

generate a series of text lines that will be sent to OCR. We aim to obtain a complete description of the 

text lines with good coverage.    

 

2.1.  Connectionist Text Proposal Network (CTPN)  

 

Proposed by Zhi Tian, Weilin Huang, Tong He, Pan He, and Yu Qiao in 2016 CTPN is inspired by 

object detection frameworks, such as Region Proposal Network technique proposed by the authors of  

R-CNN object detector [18].  

The Faster R-CNN paper introduced a unified framework for object detection that integrated the 

region proposal step into the detection pipeline. Prior to Faster R-CNN, region proposal methods such 

as Selective Search [28] or EdgeBoxes [29] were commonly used to generate potential object regions in 

an image. However, these methods were separate from the object detection network, resulting in slower 

and less efficient detection systems. Region Proposal Network covers the image with a network of 

densely packed boxes having different dimensions called anchor boxes. The network will incorporate 

the location and size of the anchor boxes both the training process and the result.  

CTPN extends RPN to text detection by adding a vertical anchor mechanism that predicts location 

and text/non text score of each anchor. Anchor boxes have the same size (unlike RPN) and there are 

connected by a recurrent neural network, thereby increasing the probability of correct detection of 

ambiguous regions such as spaces between words, punctuation marks, etc.   

At the end of the detection phase, we get a list of anchor boxes that have different probabilities of 

having a text inside and a height and a vertical position. Post-processing these boxes will allow us to 

obtain text lines.   

 

2.2.  EAST: An Efficient and Accurate Scene Text Detector  

 

EAST was proposed by by Xinyu Zhang, Zhanzhan Cheng, Qiuyu Zhu, and Fan Bai in 2017 [16] and it 

is a derivation of the semantic segmentation techniques. Unlike CTPN, that has a series of bounding 

boxes as results, EAST will output a series of maps that mark every pixel in the image with a value. 

EAST uses an FCN (Fully Convolutional Network), inspired by the U-net [19] that incorporates a multi-

scale Feature Fusion mechanism to support text of various sizes.  

The geometry output of EAST can be either rectangular boxes or quads (general quadrilateral 

polygons that have arbitrary angles). We only implemented the rectangular version and this one will 

generate five maps for any image: four of them with distances from the bounding box boundaries and 

one with the text rotation. EAST can generate word-level and text line level predictions. We only 

implemented the word level predictions.   

At the end of the detection phase, we obtain a set of rectangles that, in the best-case scenario, will 

be correct bounding boxes for every word in the frame. Post-processing is necessary to get full text lines 

that can then be sent to OCR software.  

 

2.3.  Character Region Awareness for Text Detection (CRAFT)  

 

Youngmin Baek, Bado Lee, Dongyoon Han, Sangdoo Yun, and Hwalsuk Lee proposed CRAFT in 2019, 

as a method that should work best with arbitrary-oriented text that all previous ones.  Still based on 



 

 

 

 

 

 

semantic-segmentation technique [17], CRAFT is a character-level detector that generates two maps for 

each image, a character map and an affinity map. The character map will show the probability of each 

pixel to be part of a character in image whereas the affinity map will show for each pixel the probability 

to be placed between two existing characters, that is, to be part of a region that join the median vertical 

lines of the two adjoining characters.  

Training is a problem for character level segmentation techniques since most available databases are 

annotated at word level. CRAFT uses a weakly supervised technique to predict the character bounding 

boxes during training based on the number of characters in each word (annotations contains the actual 

text).   

At the end of CRAFT based on the probability maps, post-processing cand get word level bounding 

boxes that are joined to form the text lines.  

 

3.  Testing Procedure 

The testing procedure aim is to determine which of the three approaches works best within the 

constraints of video broadcast text.  Video broadcast text has good contrast, and is presented as 

horizontal lines, characters are in most instances evenly spaced.  

Each of the three models was implemented using PyTorch library [22] and subsequently trained using 

ICDAR 2015 [23] and ICDAR 2017 [24] datasets.  

All three models have been used to detect text boxes in the prepared dataset and the results are 

obtained by automatically comparing the result of the detection process with the annotations on the 

pictures. The detection was run at three different resolutions: SM – 320x200 pixels, MD 640x480 pixels 

and LG = 1280x720 pixels.  

The evaluation was done by comparing the marked boxes to the detected boxes. The following 

parameters are used to quantify the detection: 

 

Horizontal coverage. Horizontal coverage starts from the observation that a marker box can be 

partially "covered" by one or more detection boxes. Thus, for each marker box, a horizontal coverage 

factor is calculated, which can vary between 0 s, and 1. Based on this factor, the marker box is classified 

as:  

Real positive – marked boxes that are covered more than 80% (0.8) by detection boxes. These are 

the boxes that have the highest probability of intelligible text extraction.  

Partial positive – annotated boxes that are covered between 50% (0.5) to 80% (0.8). The probability 

that some text can be extracted from these boxes is small, but partial text fragments can still be obtained. 

Useless positives – annotated boxers covered less than 30% by detection boxes. Extraction of text 

from these boxes is very unlikely.  

 

Images in our dataset have more than one text line and therefore, each image will have an average 

coverage value.  

 

Split – a measurement of how fragmented the detection of each marker box is. Each image will have 

an average split – the larger the split value, the more “fragmented” the detection process. As a rule, 

CTPN has a lower split than EAST and CRAFT since the post-processing of the former is geared 

towards full lines of text.  

Total OCR represents the number of characters detected by extracting the text boxes and applying 

Optical Character Recognition using the tesseract package [21].  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  Results 

4.1.  The importance of resolution of the images/videoframes  

Variations of the main testing parameters with the image resolution can be seen in Fig. 1 a, b and c. The 

most sensitive to the resolution decrease was CTPN that was almost unusable for small resolution 

images (320x200). Medium resolution (640x480) will lead to a significant increase in the coverage and 

real positives number, but CTPN cannot really work until we reach the 1280x720 resolution.  

EAST and CRAFT are less sensitive to image dimensions, CRAFT seemingly being even better at lower 

resolutions. We have to mention that the subsequent OCR process is also extremely dependent of the 

image resolution and the lower resolution images (SM and MD) will not be usable for OCR anyways.     

 

   
a) CTPN  

 

b) EAST c) CRAFT 

Fig. 1 Influence of image resolution on the detection process 

 

4.2.  Detection results 

 

Detection results can be seen in Table 1. The coverage does not differ much (CRAFT being slightly 

lower) and the real positives and partial positives are also similar. That shows that the detection process 

for high resolution images is almost identically successful. However, the OCR extraction process is 

markedly better with CTPN. The post-processing of CTPN will yield much larger text boxes, almost 

complete lines, while EAST and CRAFT remain at or near word level.  This will influence the OCR 

quality since single word OCR will not benefit from Tesseract language models [20]. 

 

Model     
Parameter

 
Real positives Partial positives Split Coverage OCR Characters 

EAST 0.85 0.08 5.64 0.89 15.60 

CRAFT 0.84 0.1 5.03 0.84 18.10 

CTPN 0.82 0.09 0.77 0.89 67.61 

 

Table 1. Detection results for high resolution images 

5.  Conclusions and future developments. 

Scene text detection techniques can be used for text extraction from broadcast video materials. Image 

resolution is important, both for CTPN and for the subsequent OCR process. Of all the three methods 

tested, CTPN performed best. CTPN is specially designed to extract horizontal text lines and the 

recurrent neural network helps in extending detection boxes over multiple words. CTPN has a real 

problem with low resolution images, but low-resolution images are a real problem for OCR also. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

EAST and CRAFT, although more performant in actual detection of text areas, being significantly 

better at lower resolutions, will output mostly word-based detection boxes, which makes the OCD 

process harder and therefore the results are much less accurate.  

CRAFT and EAST are more advanced models but the performance for small resolution and for 

angled / curved text are not important for our purpose.  

The extracted text may differ slightly from one video frame to another. Future research is needed to 

use the multiple appearance of the same text, on multiple frames, for correction purposes.  
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